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What do  What do  
I get from  I get from  
this book?this book?

1) Understand Easy Science.1) Understand Easy Science.

2) See how Science links  2) See how Science links  
to my tech objects today.to my tech objects today.

3) I adapt to the everyday 3) I adapt to the everyday 
tech changes in my life!tech changes in my life!

ii Start
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IntroIntro

Start

Now more than ever before, Now more than ever before, 
as AI emerges, I need to as AI emerges, I need to 
know science and embrace know science and embrace 
what it means for me to  what it means for me to  
be alive not just tech  be alive not just tech  
entertained.  Sciences  entertained.  Sciences  
are light points in the vast are light points in the vast 
dark empty seas of space.  dark empty seas of space.  
It energizes my sensory, It energizes my sensory, 
self-thinking mind.  When self-thinking mind.  When 
positively applied, science positively applied, science 
Enlightens all!Enlightens all!
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Class Description             
1)   LIGHT 
  .Suns to Screens

2)   WEDGE TOOLS
  .Axes to Airplanes

3)   READING 
  .Baas to Books

4)   POWER 
  .Windows to Wheels

5)   Manu-FACTORY
  .Clay to Cars

6)   BOTS 
  .Automata to AI

7)   NETWORKS
  .Wires to WiFi

Tech Links
Table of Contents

Start
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 For the Reader

Science connects through Science connects through 
times from inventions to  times from inventions to  
our tech devices of today.our tech devices of today.
We call this TECH LINKS.We call this TECH LINKS.
When reading these books  When reading these books  
and watching these videos,  and watching these videos,  
focus on the One Pagers.  focus on the One Pagers.  
See how Science discoveries See how Science discoveries 
build on each other over time build on each other over time 
to make our everyday objects!to make our everyday objects!

1 - LIGHT  One Pager

i) Suni) Sun 1) Lamp1) Lamp

2) Carbon2) Carbon 3) Electric3) Electric

5) Pixels5) Pixels4) Camera4) Camera

6) Life Light6) Life Light 7) Screens7) Screens

Science matters to my life!Science matters to my life!



Startvi

How do we humans adapt to How do we humans adapt to 
our world of changing tech?our world of changing tech?

We understand the science We understand the science 
inside our everyday objects.  inside our everyday objects.  
Also, we connect through time Also, we connect through time 
from past products to our from past products to our 
tech of today and tomorrow. tech of today and tomorrow. 

Tech LinksTech Links

Light
Tool Tips

Networks

Books

Power

Pro-Bots
Factory
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scI-Q
Volume-3
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1) Light

1) Light - Sun to Screens

Science links the lights from 
bright sunshine to connected  
nets of digital screens. 

i-1



Parts Description             
i)   Intro - Sun
1)   Lamps
2)   Carbon
3)   Electric
4)   Light Writers
5)   Glow Points
6)   Life Lights
7)   Digital Screens
C)   Conclusion

1) Light - Sun to Screens

Table of Contents

1) Lighti-2

Without light,
Eyes see only darkness. 

With Science we understand light
And how to apply it to improve our lives.  



Welcome to  
Tech Links of Light!

1) Light i-3



Our Sun is huge. Sizewise, 
a million earths would  

fit inside our Sun. 

1) Lighti-4

EarthEarth

SunSun



The Sun is the source  
of most of the life  

giving light on earth. 

1) Light i-5



Deep inside Suns, atoms  
combine. Heat and light  

are given off.

1) Lighti-6

Two Hydrogen atoms become one Helium.



Only half of the earth  
gets sunlight at one time. 

1) Light i-7



People creatively use  
fires and electricity to  
light up the darkness.

1) Lighti-8



Today, light connects  
through time.  We start our  
true story from Sunshine to 
Screens - with night lights.

1) Light i-9



ONE,  Lamps
Ancient oeople learn to burn 
wood to cook food and bring 
light to night.  But fires take 
 a lot of fuel to make light.

1) Light1-1



Next, small lamps  
burn plant oils with  

wicks to light rooms. 

1) Light 1-2



Later, lamps use whale oil too.   
Whales about go extinct.  

Besides being bad for whales,
Whale oil is expensive and hard to get. 

1) Light1-3



People also use stinky 
candles made from  

cow fat. 

1) Light 1-4

tallow



One day, people learn how to  
get petroleum oil from the  

ground.   Kerosene is the next  
fuel to keep home lamps lit. 

1) Light1-5

kerosene lampkerosene lamp



People also make  
candles from petroleum oil. 

1) Light 1-6

paraffin



But lamps and candles are  
not very bright. They are not  

practical to light public spaces.

1) Light1-7



TWO,  Carbon

In the 1800`s, Coal fuels  
factory fires that run steam engines.

1) Light 2-1



This guy learns that  
heating coal gives  

off gases that burn.

1) Light

William Murdock

coal

2-2



Coal gas, lights city  
streets.  Lamp Lighters, 
nightly light the lamps.

1) Light 2-3



Making coal gas, also makes  
coal tar.  It is used to make  

new dyes to color our clothes.

1) Light

Coal Tar also makes new dyes to color clothes.

2-4



Later, carbon rocks called lime, are 
heated with burning gas to make bright 

spotlights for theater stages. 

1) Light

Today, the word “limelight” still  
means to be the center of attention.

lime

2-5



Also, bright arcs between  
carbon rods are used in sea 

shore light houses. 
Arc lights call for Batman too.

               Next, carbon threads shine. 
1) Light2-6



THREE,  Electric Light
These guys invent light  

bulbs powered by electricity.  

1) Light

Edison

Swan

3-1



Electricity makes the thin  
carbon filament so hot it glows.  

1) Light3-2

incandescent 
light bulb



Light bulbs and switches   
spread around the world. 

1) Light 3-3



Next, the improved  
fluorescent light  
bulb is invented. 

1) Light3-4



Later, using chip technology,  
cool LED lights are invented.  

1) Light

LED = light emitting devices

3-5



Today, colorful LEDs are  
everywhere. Here are examples. 

1) Light3-6



But we are getting ahead of  
ourselves.  Now, let’s get back  

to our story and draw with light.  

1) Light 3-7



FOUR,  Light Writer  
  This guy sees how silver  
briefly captures light to  

makes fuzzy pictures.  He  
calls them shadowgrams.  

1) Light

Thomas Wedgewood shadowgram

In light, shadowgram pictures  
quickly ruin or fade away.  

4-1

1790`s



In the 1830`s, these 
guys discover how to 

keep the pictures called 
photographs from fading.

1) Light

William Talbot

Louis Daguerre

4-2



1) Light

Pictures are fixed onto  
glass and paper with chemicals 
called developers and fixers.

a  Camera Obscura
b  Silver Plate
c  Iodine &  
 Bromide Boxes
d  Mercury Cabinet

e  Plate Holders
f  Boxes for Plates
g  Leveling Stand
h  Washing Dish

4-3



1) Light

Black and White  
cameras with silver film, 

capture the scenes we see 
- one picture at a time.

4-4



People with box size  
cameras go crazy taking  

pictures around the world.

1) Light4-5

DaguerreotypomanieDaguerreotypomanie



Next, this guy makes rolls  
of film out of an early plastic 

(cellulose acetate).  He  
makes cameras easier to use.

1) Light

Kodak 
BrownieEastmanEastman

People take personal pictures.  
Scientist take pictures to 

answer questions about our world.  

4-6



At this time, film has to be  
developed. The photos are printed 

onto paper to see the pictures.

1) Light4-7



Later, Digital sensors and  
chips capture light and  

turn it into digital pictures.

1) Light 4-8



Video is just taking  
over 20 pictures a second.

1) Light

Today, light enables us to watch movies.

4-9



FIVE,  TV Glow Points

TV`s show movies that are  
made by millions of glowing  
light points called pixels. 

1) Light 5-1



Each tiny pixel is made  
of 3 separate R G B  

(Red, Green and Blue) points. 

1) Light5-2



In old CRT TVs, streams  
of electrons, controlled 
by magnets scan across  

the back of the TV screen  
to make RGB pixels glow. 

1) Light 5-3

CRT = Cathode Ray Tube



In LCD TVs, different  
amounts of white LED  

backlight flow to each pixel. 
This makes the quickly  

changing colors on the screen. 

1) Light

screen

5-4

LCD = Liquid Crystal Display



In OLED TVs, each  
point, glows by itself. 

1) Light 5-5

OLED = Organic light-emitting diode



Wow!  Computer chips control how  
much electricity goes to each RGB  

glow point.  This varies from 0  
for Black to 255 for Bright R, G or B.  

Each picture we see is actually 
blended colorful points.  

1) Light

(R,G,B)

5-6

The TV picture, changes or  
refreshes over 100 times per second.



Next, life glows.

1) Light 5-7



SIX,  Life Lights 

Some life can make its own light. 

1) Light

bioluminescence = Life that makes Light!

6-1



Life that makes light is called  
biolumes.  Inside special photocyte 

cells, two cool chemicals mix  
together.  Like in LEDs,  electrons  
flow from higher to lower energy  

orbits.  Glow Sticks work the same way.

1) Light

Osamu Shimomura

6-2



Some plants like these  
mushrooms glow in the dark.  

1) Light

Mycena Lampadis

6-3



Fire Flies make  
light to find love.

1) Light 6-4



1) Light

Glow Worms make light  
to find food or more accurately,  

to bring bugs to them.

6-5



Dark seas are full of life  
that make their own light.

1) Light 6-6



This includes waves  
of glowing algae. 

1) Light6-7



Light helps some  
life just stay alive.    

Light sends the message,  
Don`t eat me, 

I will make you sick!

1) Light 6-8



People use light too. 

1) Light6-9



SEVEN,  Digital Screens 

Digital Screens with millions  
of light points enable people  

and machines to interact.

1) Light 7-1



Smart TV Screens 
entertain us.  We also get wide-
screen access to the Internet  

and the world-wide web.  

1) Light7-2



With computer screens,  
we see the real-time digital  

content as we create it. 

1) Light 7-3



As a caution on priorities, 
We live in a world where more  
people have smartphones than  
have flushing toilets.  Hmmm.

1) Light7-4



Connected smartscreens  
with pocket screens 

help to educate as well 
as entertain us. 

1) Light 7-5



We talk with our On-line 
chat bots and IoT objects  
via tactile touchscreens. 

1) Light7-6



Screen lights are the  
interface between our real  

and computer worlds.  With Tech, 
may we enlighten our lives and  

not lose them in cyber play lands. 

1) Light 7-7



To close, we have  
life because of sunlight. 

1) LightC-1



Next, people use 
carbon fuels* in lamps  
to bring light to night. 

1) Light

* = oils, coal gas, kerosene

C-2



1) Light

People also discover 
chemicals that enable  
light to write pictures.

Silver, Iodine - Sensitive to light Silver, Iodine - Sensitive to light 
Mercury - Develop imageMercury - Develop image

Hyposulfate - fix picture on paperHyposulfate - fix picture on paper 

Photography

C-3



1) Light

Later, people switch on  
lots of electric light  

bulbs to make nights bright. 

C-4



Next, home TVs with millions of  
light points, paint moving pictures 

that entertain and inform us. 

1) LightC-5



In Nature, some life 
makes its own light too.

1) Light C-6



Wow! From Sunshine 
to Digital Screens, the Light  

of Science enlightens* our lives. 

1) Light

*enlighten = to go from  
unknown to knowledge  

C-7



1) Light

In Galaxies, stars change  
deep Darkness into Light.

Space Light

Stars in vast dark space.

C-8



1) Light

In our Minds, Science  
changes unknowing neural  

numbness into cerebral self-aware 
enlightening knowledge.

Science is Mind Light.

MIND LIGHT

C-9



1 - LIGHT  One Pager

1) Light

i) Suni) Sun 1) Lamp1) Lamp

2) Carbon2) Carbon 3) Electric3) Electric

5) Pixels5) Pixels4) Camera4) Camera

6) Life Light6) Life Light 7) Screens7) Screens

C-10



1 - LIGHT
Sun to Digital Screens  VIDEO!

1) LightC-11

Main Points
i) Sun

1) Lamp
2) Carbon
3) Electric
4) Camera
5) Pixels

6) Life Light
7) Screens



1) Light C-12

1 - LIGHT
Sun to Screens VIDEO! - Script

i-1) Welcome to Tech Links of Light
i-2) Our Sun is huge! A million earths would fit inside our Sun.
i-3) The Sun is the source of most of the life giving light on earth.
i-4) Deep inside Suns, atoms combine. Heat and light are given off.
i-5) Only half of the earth gets sunlight at one time.
i-6) Our light bulbs bring light to dark spaces
i-7) Today, light connects through time  From the Sunshine to  
 our digital Screens.  Let’s start this true story with night lights.
1-1) ONE, Lamps
In the past, people burn wood to cook food and bring light to night.
But fires take lots of fuel.
1-2) Next, Romans use small lamps to burn plant oils to light rooms.
1-3) Later, lamps use whale oil too.
1-4) People also use stinky candles made from animal fat.
1-5) Later, people learn how to get petroleum oil from the ground.  
 Kerosene is the next fuel to light home lamps.
1-6) Candles are also made from oil
1-7) But lamps and candles are not bright enough for public spaces.
2-1) TWO, Carbon   Coal fuels factory fires.
2-2) People learn that heating coal gives off a gas that can be burned for light.
2-3) Coal gas, lights homes, stages, and city streets.
Lamp Lighters have to nightly light the street lamps.
2-4) Making coal gas gives off coal tar.
Its used to make new dyes that color our clothes.
2-5) Later, carbon rocks, called lime are heated to make light in Theaters.
2-6) Also, bright arcs are used in sea shore light houses.  
They prevent ships from crashing into rocks.  Arc lights call for Batman too!
2-7) Next, carbon threads shine.
3-1) THREE, Electric Light
These guys invent light bulbs powered by electricity.
3-2) Electricity makes the thin filament so hot it glows.
3-3) Light bulbs and switches spread around the world.
3-4) Next, improved fluorescent light bulbs are invented.
3-5) Later, Using chip technology, cool LED are invented.
3-6) Today, colorful, electric LEDs are everywhere.
3-7) Now, let’s get back to our story and draw with light.
4-1) FOUR, Light Writer
This guy sees how silver briefly captures light to make fuzzy pictures.
He calls them shadowgrams. They quickly fad away in light.
4-2) These guys use chemicals to keep photographs from fading.
4-3) People with shoebox size cameras go crazy taking pictures around the world.
4-4) Next, this guy makes rolls of film out of silver and celluloid plastic.
He makes cameras easier to use.
4-5) At this time, Film has to be developed.  
Photos are printed onto paper to see the pictures.



1) LightC-13

4-6) Later, Digital sensors a& chips capture light and turn them into digital pictures.
Today, people take selfies and so many pictures that we share worldwide.
4-7) Video is just taking over 20 pictures a second.
Next, more light enables us to watch movies.
5-1) FIVE, TV Glow Points
My digital movies are made by millions of glow points called pixels.
5-2) Each pixel is made of 3 separate R G B points.
5-3) In old CRT TVs, streams of electrons controlled by magnets  
scan across the back of the TV screen to make RGB pixels glow.
5-4) In LCD TVs, different amounts of white LED back-light flow  
through LCDs to make screen pixels glow.
5-5) In OLED TVs, each point glows by itself.
5-6) Wow! Computer chips control how much electricity goes to each  
RGB glow point.  This varies from 0 for Black to 255 for Bright R,G or B.
TV pictures are actually blended color points of RGB light that  
change or refresh over 100  times per second.
5-7) Next, Life glows!    6-1) SIX, Life Lights  Some life can make its own light.
6-2) Biolumes work like this.  In special cells called photo-cytes, two  
cool chemicals and oxygen mix together.  Like in LEDs, electrons  
flow from higher to lower energy orbits. Light is given off.
6-3) Some plants like these mushrooms glow in the dark.
6-4-1) Fire Flies make light to find love.
6-4-2) Glow Worms use light to bring bugs to them for dinner.
6-5-1) Dark Seas are full of creatures that can make their own light too.
6-5-2) This includes waves of glowing algae.
6-6) Light helps some life just stay alive. Light sends the message,  
Don’t eat me or you will get sick.  6-7) People use light too.
7-1) SEVEN, Digital Screens  Millions of light points enable  
digital screens where people and machines interact.
7-2) Smart TV Screens entertain us. We also get wide-screen access to the Internet 
and the worldwide web.
7-3) With computer screens, we see our real-time digital contents as we create them.
7-4) As a caution on priorities,  We live in a world, where more people have smart-
phones than have flushing toilets.  Hmmmm…
7-5) Connected smartphones with pocket screens help to educate as well as entertain us.
7-6) We also talk with On-line chat bots and our IoT objects via tactile touchscreens.
7-7) Screen lights are our interface between our real and computer worlds.
With Tech, may we enlighten our lives and not lose them in cyber play lands.
C-1) To close, we have life because of sunlight.
C-2) Next, people use carbon fuels in lamps to bring light to the night.
C-3) People also discover chemicals that enable light to write pictures.
C-4) Later, people switch on lots of electric light bulbs to make night bright.
C-5) Next, home TVs with millions of light points, paint moving pictures that 
entertain and inform us.  C-6) In Nature, some life makes its own light too.
C-7) Wow! From Sunshine to Digital Screens, the Light of Science enlightens our lives!

1 - LIGHT
Sun to Screens VIDEO! - Script



2) Wedges

2) Cutting Wedges 
-Axes to Airplanes 

At the tips of cutting wedges, 
Science changes human lives and  
enables leading edge technology. 

i-1



2) Wedges

Part  Description             
i)   Intro 
1)   Stone Wedges 
2)    Wood Parts
3)    Metal Shapes
4)   Power Wedges
5)   Control Cutters
6)   Everyday Wedges
7)   Airplane Edges
C)   Conclusion

2) Cutting Wedges

Table of Contents

i-2

Without tools
Hands work but weakly

With Science we build machines
And harness power to enable our creativities. 



The WEDGE is a “V” shape  
that splits things apart.   
Tips of tools are wedges  
that change our world.

2) Wedges

This book looks at snapshots of different 
wedges - like puzzle pieces - that fit  
together to make our modern world.

i-3



Our ancestors survive 
because of these cutting  

wedge-shaped tools. 

2) Wedgesi-4



Indeed, each step in  
human progress -from caves  

to computers - is enabled  
by inventing better tools. 

2) Wedges

computers and data centerscomputers and data centers
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With science, people  
progress from stone to  

bronze and then iron tools.

2) Wedgesi-6



When we see everyday
 objects, may we wonder at 

the tools used to make them.

2) Wedges i-7



Simple wedges connect  
through time to our complex 

technologies today. 

2) Wedgesi-8



Let’s start our true  
story with “V” shaped rocks.

2) Wedges i-9



ONE,  Stone Wedges 

Long ago, people put “V”  
shaped stones on wooden  

handles to make axes.  Axes  
chop wood to make our homes  
and get fuel to cook our food. 

2) Wedges1-1



Next, people chip rocks  
to make large spear points.   

Cleverly, people work  
together to hunt big animals.

2) Wedges

obsidian

1-2



Also, people chip rocks to  
make short arrowheads.  Bows 
launch the missile like arrows 
to hunt small animals.  Long, 
sharp stone knives prepare 

the meat for us to eat. 

2) Wedges1-3



2) Wedges

Our ancestors use these  
axes to make boats.  

Wedge tools provide the ways 
for people to move around.

adze

1-4



Later, people make  
wedge-shaped tools to: plow soil; 

plant seeds and kill weeds.

2) Wedges1-5



People throughout time, turn 
wedges into weapons too. 

2) Wedges 1-6



Over time, people  
discover different metals  

to make better tools.
First, bronze and later steel.

2) Wedges

Next, wedge tools, shape wood.

Egyptians use bronze 
tools to make the 

pyramids. 

Later, Steel tools 
are stronger.

1-7



TWO,  Wood Parts

Metal tools with sharp wedge 
edges make wooden parts.

2) Wedges 2-1



2) Wedges

Pole LathePole Lathe

Wine Press ScrewWine Press Screw

2-2

People use springy poles for  
power to turn round parts  
like wooden wine screws.



2) Wedges

Also, wedge-shaped saws  
turn trees into lumber.

2-3



2) Wedges

People use straight wedge- 
edged tools to make  
flat pieces of wood  

like tables and benches.

Wood PlanerWood Planer

Wood Table
Wood Table

Wood Bench

Wood Bench

2-4



2) Wedges 2-5

In the past, wedge-tipped tools 
make wooden homes that put 

roofs over our relatives heads.



2) Wedges

Before cars, 
horses pull humans in 

wooden carts and carriages.

2-6



2) Wedges

In the 1500s,
wooden ships enable the 

human age of exploration. 

2-7



500 years later, 
the first airplanes fly.

2) Wedges2-8

They are mostly made of wood and cloth.



Wedge-shaped tools  
help make wooden parts  

for early airplanes.

Next, more triangle tipped tools.

2) Wedges 2-9



THREE,  Metal Shapes
 

Over time, people invent better 
wedge-shaped tools to  

make more precise metal parts.

2) Wedges3-1



People cut spiral threads  
on long metal cylinders  

to make accurate screws. 
Screws are winding wedges.

2) Wedges 3-2



With precise lead screws,  
people make better lathes.
Strong, wedge-shaped tools  
turn ROUND metal parts.

2) Wedges3-3



People make metal tools  
that cut precise 

FLAT shapes called planes.

2) Wedges 3-4

Planer



2) Wedges

These tools cut  
teeth into metal gears.

3-5

Hob
b

Clocks, cars and factories use gears!



2) Wedges

Spiral tools called Mills  
make metal parts with  
many different shapes.

3-6



Special whetstones & grinding  
wheels - with very tiny, hard, wedge-

shaped grains - sharpen tools.

2) Wedges

Next, wedges are energized!

3-7



FOUR,  Power Wedges

Powered machines, move  
wedge-shaped tools to  
make parts for people.

2) Wedges

electricityelectricity
4-1



In the past, this machine  
tool cuts cannon bores.
It also, makes accurate 

cylinders for Steam Engines that 
power an industrial revolution.

2) Wedges4-2



Today, metal lathes make  
nuts and screws that hold  

parts together.  Also, lathes  
make precise car parts like these.

2) Wedges 4-3



Car engine parts must  
be precisely flat, so  

they will fit together.

2) Wedges

car engine block and head

4-4



Our world moves  
with gears made by   
wedge-shaped tools.

2) Wedges 4-5



2) Wedges4-6

Electricity powers, wedge tipped 
Mill tools that shape airplane 
parts like these wing spars.



Tools have to be 
carefully controlled to make 
quantities of quality parts.

2) Wedges 4-7



FIVE,  Controlled Cutters 
At first, skilled people  
control the machine  
tools to make parts.

2) Wedges5-1



Next, people invent motors  
to move tools that are controlled  

by numbers and math.  People  
program these early machine  

tools with punch tapes.

2) Wedges

Numerical Control (NC) Numerical Control (NC) 
5-2



When computers are 
improved, people write  
 software to control  

the machine tools too.  

2) Wedges5-3



2) Wedges

Today,  computer  
controlled machines have many 

wedge-shaped cutting tools. 

CNC Machine Tools make many  
of our everyday things!

5-4



2) Wedges5-5

Simply said, withOUT wedge tools, 
there will be no cars or most of  

the every day object we use.



 People are currently working on 
ways for computer machine tools  
to self-learn how to make parts.

2) Wedges

 Next, more wedges.

5-6

This is called, “Machine Learning”.



SIX,  Everyday Wedges 

 Wedge-shaped objects 
 are all around us.

2) Wedges6-1



Our teeth are wedges.   
Gear teeth are too.

2) Wedges 6-2



These garden, 
hand tools are wedges.

2) Wedges6-3



Can openers, scissors and  
zippers use wedges too.

2) Wedges 6-4



2) Wedges

Like water pumps, wedge-shaped  
ship propellers, push water backwards.  

This pushes the ships forward. 

6-5



2) Wedges

Our complex High Tech  
world has objects made by 

 simple, wedge-shaped tools. 

6-6



Which leads us  
to wedges on wings.

2) Wedges6-7



SEVEN,  Airplane Edges 

The first planes have propellers that 
are twisting, turning wedges.  They 
cut through the air and push it back 

to thrust the plane forwards.

2) Wedges 7-1



2) Wedges

Propeller or prop planes  
have straight wings.  

Wings have wedge-shaped 
cross-sections.  This causes  

air pressure to push the  
planes up, called lift.

7-2



Today, Jet Engines have  
fan blades.  Can you guess their 

shape?  Yup!  Wedges.  They push  
together or compress air into  

the engine.  More air or oxygen 
causes the fuel to burn better.   

2) Wedges

Why do jets have Wedge shaped wings?

7-3



Powerful jet engines 
would break flat wings. 

Churning air is faster than the speed  
of sound.  This makes the straight  
wings flutter and hard to control.   

Flutter can cause wings to fall apart.

2) Wedges7-4



2) Wedges

Thankfully, air flows smoothly  
over the swept back, wedge-shaped 

wings with jet engines. 

Less Drag & no sonic shock waves.

7-5



2) Wedges

Computers control  
these parts with wedge-shaped 

cross-sections that steer the plane.

7-6

wedge-shaped flight controls



On airplane wings, the 
important front face

 is called the “Leading Edge”. 
The idiom, “Cutting or Leading 

Edge” means the latest in 
technology too.  All this 

starts at wedge tips.

2) Wedges 7-7



To close, ancient people  
use sharp rock wedges  
for axes and arrows.

2) WedgesC-1



Next, sharp metal  
tools cut wood for our  
homes, carts and ships. 

2) Wedges C-2



Later, stronger tools 
shape metal parts too.

2) WedgesC-3



These are examples of wedges 
that are all around us.

2) Wedges C-4
razor close-up



Today, computers  
control machines with wedge 
tools that make many of my  

everyday objects.  This  
includes my high tech items too.

2) WedgesC-5



Wedge-shaped tools make  
many airplane parts too.  Jet 

planes are even wedge shaped. 

2) Wedges C-6



When we know  
about wedges, we better  
understand the science  
inside the Cutting Edge  
Tech of our world today!

2) WedgesC-7



2) Wedges

2 - WEDGE TOOLS  One Pager

i)Wedgei)Wedge 1) Sharp Stones1) Sharp Stones

2) Wood Parts2) Wood Parts 3) Metal Shapes3) Metal Shapes

7) Airplane Edges7) Airplane Edges

4) Power Wedges4) Power Wedges 5) Control Cutters5) Control Cutters

6) Everyday Wedges6) Everyday Wedges

C-8



2 - Cutting Wedges
-Axes to Airplanes   VIDEO!

2) WedgesC-9

Main Points
i) Wedge

1) Sharp Stones
2) Wood Parts

3) Metal Shapes
4) Power Wedges
5) Control Cutters
6) Everyday Wedges
7) Airplane Edges



i-i-1) Welcome to Tech Links - Cutting Wedges
i-2) Our ancestors survive because of cutting wedges-shaped tools.
i-3) Indeed, Each step in human progress - from caves to computers 
- is enabled by inventing better tools!
i-4) With science, people progress from stone to bronze and then iron tools.
i-5) When we see everyday objects, may we wonder at the tools used to make them.
i-6) Simple wedges connect through time to our complex technologies today.
i-7) Let’s start Our true story with “V” shaped rocks.
1-1) ONE, Stone Wedges  Long ago, People put V shaped stones on wood handles 
to make axes.  Axes chop wood to make our homes and get fuel to cook our food.
1-2) Next, people chip rocks to make large Spear points.
Cleverly, people Work together to hunt big animals.
1-3) Also, people chip rocks to make short arrowheads.
Bows launch the missile like arrows to hunt small animals.
1-4) Our ancestors use these axes to make boats to get around.
1-5) Later, people make wedge-shaped tools to: plow soil; plant seeds; and kill weeds.
1-6) People throughout time turn wedges into Weapons too.
1-7) Over time, people discover different metals for tools.  Egyptians use bronze tools to 
make pyramids.  Later, stronger steel tools are made.  Next, wedges shape wood.
2-1) TWO, Cut Wood  Metal tools with sharp wedge edges make wooden parts.
2-2) People use springy poles for power to turn round parts like wooden wine screws.
2-3) Also, wedge-shaped saws turn trees into lumber.
2-4) People use straight wedge-edged tools to make flat pieces of wood like tables and benches.
2-5) In the past, wedge-tipped tools make wooden homes that put roofs over our relatives heads.
2-6) Before cars, horses pull humans in wooden carts and carriages.
2-7) In the 1500s, wooden ships enable the human age of exploration.
2-8) 500 years later, the first airplanes fly. They are mostly made of wood and cloth.
3-1) THREE, Metal Shapes  Over time, people invent better wedge  
shaped tools to make more precise metal parts.
3-2) People cut spiral wedges on long metal cylinders to make  
accurate screws.  Screws are winding wedges.
3-3) With precise lead screws, people make better metal lathes.
Strong, sharp, wedge cutting tools turn ROUND metal parts.
3-4) People make metal tools that cut precise flat shapes called planes.
3-5) These tools cut teeth into metal gears for clocks.
3-6) These spiral tools called Mills make many different shapes.
3-7) Special whetstones and grinding wheels - with very tiny, hard,  
wedge-shaped grains - sharpen tools.
3-8) Next, we energize wedges.  4-1) FOUR, Power Wedges
Powered machines move wedge-shaped tools to make parts that people use.
4-2) In the past, this machine tool cuts cannon bores. It also, makes accurate  
cylinders for Steam Engines that power an industrial revolution.
4-3) Today, metal lathes make nuts and screws that hold parts together.  
Also, lathes make precise pistons for cars. 4-4) Car Engine parts must be precisely 
flat. 4-5) Our world moves with gears made by wedge-shaped tools.
4-6) Electricity powers, wedge tipped Mill tools that shape airplane parts like these wing spars.
4-7) Tools have to be carefully controlled to make quantities of quality parts.

2 - Cutting Wedges
-Axes to Airplanes   VIDEO!- Script
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5-1) FIVE, Controlled Cutters
At first, skilled people control the machine tools to make parts.
5-2) Next, people invent motors to move tools. They are controlled by numbers 
and math. People program these early machines with punch tapes.
5-3) When computers are improved, people write software to control the machine tools.
5-4) Today, computer controlled machines have many wedge-shaped cutting tools.
5-5) Simply said, withOUT wedge tools, there will be no cars or most of the every 
day objects we use.
5-6) People are currently working on ways for computer machine tools to self-
learn how to make parts.
5-7) Next, more wedges.  6-1) SIX, Everyday Wedges
Wedge shaped objects are all around us.
6-2) Our teeth are wedges. Gear teeth are too.  
6-3) These garden, hand tools are wedges.
6-4) Can openers, scissors and zippers use wedges too.
6-5) Like water pumps, wedge-shaped ship propellers push water backwards.  
This pushes ships forward.
6-6) Our complex High Tech world has objects made by simple, wedge-shaped tools.
6-7) Which leads us to wedges on wings.  
7-1) SEVEN, Airplane Edges
The first planes have propellers that are twisting, turning wedges.
They cut through the air and push it back to thrust the plane forwards.
7-2) Propeller or prop planes have flat straight wings.
Wings have wedge-shaped cross-sections. This causes air pressure to push the
planes up. This is called lift.
7-3-1) Today, Jet Engines have fan blades. Can you guess their shape? Yup! Wedges.
They push together or compress air into the engine. More air or oxygen causes the
fuel to burn better.
7-3-2) Why do jets have wedge shaped wings?
7-4-1) Powerful jet engines will break flat wings.
7-4-2) Jet Engines are so powerful that they would make flat wings fall apart.
7-5) Thankfully, air flows smoothly over the swept back, wedge-shaped wings 
with jet engines.
7-6) People and computers steer planes with parts that have wedge-shaped cross-sections.
7-7) On Airplanes, the important front face is called the “Leading Edge”. The idiom,  
“Cutting or Leading Edge” means the latest in technology. All this starts at wedge-tips.
C-1) To Close, Ancient people use sharp rock wedges for axes and arrows.
C-2) Next, sharp metal tools cut wood for our homes, carts and ships.
C-3) Later, stronger tools shape metal parts too.
C-4) These are examples of wedges that are around me.
C-5) Today, computers control machines with wedge tools that make many of my 
high tech objects.
C-6 ) Wedge shaped tools make many airplane parts too. Jet planes are even wedge shaped.
C-7) When we know about wedges, we better understand the science inside the
Cutting Edge Tech of our world today!

2 - Cutting Wedges
-Axes to Airplanes   VIDEO!- Script
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3) Bright Reading

3) Reading 
- Baa`s to Books 
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3) Bright Reading

Parts Description             
i)   Intro 
1)  Wear Wool
2)  Linen Cloth
3)  Better Looms
4)  Rag Paper
5)  Hand Write Books
6)  Plague
7)  Printing Press
8)  Books Share Knowledge
C)   Conclusion

3) Reading

Table of Contents

Science connects cloth to common  
but essential paper.  Science enables 
printing presses.  Billions of books,  
burst with knowledge, shared worldwide.

i-2



Today, books and ebooks are  
so common that it is hard to 
imagine a time without them.
Throughout human history,  
there are very few books.   

Also, 99% of the people can  
NOT read.  Later, books enable  

enlightened minds.  They  
generate the sparks of  

sentient, self-thinking people! 

i-33) Bright Reading



Let’s look at the links of where  
objects come from, to better  
understand our lives today. 

i-4 3) Bright Reading

Without Books,
Brains learn incompletely.

With Science, we question all
And explain our changing world to ourselves. 



This true story shows how  
tech connects from past 

parchment pages made from 
sheep skins to printed and  

cyber pages of books today. 

i-53) Bright Reading



Long ago, the first people  
- you know the ones who live  
in caves - wear animal skins.   

Bit itchy that. 

i-6 3) Bright Reading



Later, people notice that  
sheep are comfy in their warm 
coats while humans are cold.  

1-13) Bright Reading



By chance, sheep walk  
by pointy thistles. 

1-2 3) Bright Reading



Shepherds notice  
the wool fibers.

1-33) Bright Reading



Over time, people  
get the idea to spin  

wool fibers unto threads. 

1-4 3) Bright Reading



Next, people invent  
simple hand looms to weave 

threads into wool cloth. 

1-5

vertical loom

3) Bright Reading



For thousands of years,  
people wear wool clothes. 

1-6 3) Bright Reading



Later, people see that  
flax plants have fibers too.

2-13) Bright Reading



People learn how to  
spin flax into threads. 

2-2 3) Bright Reading



Next, people weave flax fibers 
into linen cloth for clothes. 

2-3

vertical loom

3) Bright Reading



People first weave  
linen tens of thousands  

of years ago.  Wow!

2-4 3) Bright Reading



Egyptians wear linen when  
they make the pyramids. 

2-53) Bright Reading



Also, clever ancient  
Greeks wear linen.

2-6 3) Bright Reading



The Romans wear linen.

2-73) Bright Reading



A thousand years later,  
Europeans in the Middle Ages 

wear lots of linen too. 

Still made with 
vertical looms.

3-1 3) Bright Reading



One day, a new  
loom comes to Europe  

from the Muslims. 

horizontal loom

3-23) Bright Reading



New foot pedals and hand  
shuttles help people make cloth 

10 times faster and cheaper. 

3-3 3) Bright Reading



This causes a problem.

3-43) Bright Reading



Workers using whorls can’t  
make threads fast enough  

for the weavers. 

3-5 3) Bright Reading



Luckily, the  
Spinning Wheel comes  
to Europe from China. 

3-63) Bright Reading



More flax threads and  
cloth make lower cost  

linen clothes.  Suddenly,  
everyone is wearing linen.

3-7 3) Bright Reading



Over time, all those  
linen clothes wear out. 

4-13) Bright Reading



There are  
lots of linen rags. 

4-2 3) Bright Reading



The worn out linen rags  
are smashed and stirred.

4-33) Bright Reading



The linen fiber soup is 
spread thin onto screens. 

4-4 3) Bright Reading



4-5

Wine press screws  
help press the water out. 

3) Bright Reading



To make ...
PAPER!  

4-6 3) Bright Reading



Now people have lots of 
cheap linen paper about.

4-73) Bright Reading



The Medieval or Middle Ages  
is a time when human scribes  
hand write one book at a time. 

5-1 3) Bright Reading



 It takes months for human 
scribes to hand copy one book.

5-23) Bright Reading



At this time, most books  
are written on animal  

skins called parchment. 

5-3 3) Bright Reading



Parchment is made  
like this.  Get the animal  

skin.  Scrape it clean. 

5-43) Bright Reading



Soak, stretch and  
dry it.  Prep the surface. 

5-5 3) Bright Reading



It takes hundreds of animal  
skins to make one book.  The world  

of the Middle Ages, has few books and 
fewer people who can read them.

5-63) Bright Reading



In the 1300`s, plentiful  
cheap paper begins to replace 
expensive parchment in books. 

6-1 3) Bright Reading



Scribes write books on  
linen paper when an  

unrelated disaster strikes. 

6-23) Bright Reading



Rats with fleas that  
carry bacteria, spread  

the plague disease.  

6-3 3) Bright Reading



Hundreds of millions of people 
die.  It is estimated that in  

the crowded cities of Europe 
and Asia, one out of every two 

people are killed by the disease.

6-43) Bright Reading



When the plague is over, 
the people still living, party.

Over time, there is a need for  
more legal documents and books.

6-5 3) Bright Reading



But there are not  
enough scribes to  

hand write the books. 

6-63) Bright Reading



At this time, there is still  
plenty of linen paper though. 

6-7 3) Bright Reading



In an “aha” moment, this 
guy,  Goldsmith Gutenberg  

has an idea. 

7-13) Bright Reading



He knows how to make  
gold rings and metal things. 

7-2 3) Bright Reading



He makes special molds. 
He casts individual  
letters like this. 

7-33) Bright Reading



He groups the 
interchangeable  

letters into words and  
sentences called typeset. 

7-4 3) Bright Reading



Ink is pushed onto  
the metal letters.  

Paper is placed on top. 

7-53) Bright Reading



Next, a wedge-shaped screw 
presses ink onto the paper.   
Walaa!  Printed pages make  

many copies of books.  

7-6 3) Bright Reading



At first, rich people,  
print libraries full of  

books for their use only. 

Aldus Manutius prints inexpensive pocket 
size books that common people can buy.  

7-73) Bright Reading



Before the printing press,  
99 out of 100 people in  

the world can NOT read.  

8-1 3) Bright Reading



In its first hundred years,  
people use printing presses  

to print over 20 million books.  

8-23) Bright Reading



Amazingly, books spread  
knowledge around the world. 

8-3 3) Bright Reading



To see the impact of printed  
books on our world.  Let’s compare...  

8-4

Free Use - Monty Python peasants.
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A handwritten book is  
like a dim candle in a  

dark room for one person.

8-5 3) Bright Reading



Mass produced books  
and ebooks are like sunlight  
shining on the whole world! 

8-63) Bright Reading



Printed books enable  
scientist to share what they  

discover and change the world.
Here are examples. 

Galileo and his telescope show that the 
Earth and other planets move in space.

8-7 3) Bright Reading



Robert Hooke prints about  
what he sees in a microscope.

8-8

flea 
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Isaac Newton prints  
his ideas about Forces,  

Gravity and Light.

8-9 3) Bright Reading



Today, connected  
on-line books continue to  

educate and enhance our lives. 

85% of the world can read.  This book 
wants to help improve the number of  
people who understand basic science.

https://ourworldindata.org/literacy
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To close, long ago,  
people wear wool.

C-1 3) Bright Reading



Later, people invent  
machines to make linen clothes.  

C-23) Bright Reading



Next, people use the  
linen rags to make paper.  

C-3 3) Bright Reading



Surprise!  Dark Age,  plague kills  
half of the people in Europe & Asia.  

After the plague, there are  
not enough book writers.

C-43) Bright Reading



Wow!  Gutenberg 
invents a machine to print 

books and documents.  

C-5 3) Bright Reading



Worldwide, the number of  
books and readers sky rocket! 

https://ourworldindata.org/literacy
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Amazing, from Baa`s   
to Books in 7 Links.  

Tech connects with written 
words to enlighten our world. 

Medieval Dark Ages, end when  
printed books share Science knowledge. 

There is a caution for us today too.
We understand Science or  

 Dark Ages will return. 

C-7 3) Bright Reading
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3 - Video
Tech Links - Baa`s to Books

C-9 3) Bright Reading

Main Points
1) Sheep Baas

2) Linen
3) Loom

4) Linen Paper
5) Plague

6) Printing Press
7) Books



C-103) Bright Reading

3 - READING
Baa’s to Books VIDEO! - Script

i-1) Welcome To Tech Links From this … To that.
i-2) Let’s look at the links of where objects come from, to better understand our lives today.
i-3) This true story shows how Tech connects from BAA’s to BOOKS.
i-3) Long ago, the First people wear animal skins. Bit itchy that.

1-1) Later, People Notice that sheep are comfy in their warm coats while humans are cold.
1-2) By chance, sheep walk by thistles.
1-3) Shepherds notice the wool fibers.
1-4) People get the idea to Spin fibers into threads.
1-5) Next ,people invent simple looms to Weave threads into wool cloth.
1-6) For Thousands of years, people wear wool clothes.

2-1) Later, people see that flax plants have fibers.
2-2) People Learn how to spin flax into threads.
2-3) Next, people weave linen cloth for clothes.
2-4) People first weave linen, tens of thousands of years ago. Wow!
2-5) Later, Egyptians wear linen when they make the pyramids.
2-6) Also, Greek thinkers wear linen.
2-7). The Romans wear linen too!

3-1) Europeans in the Middle Ages wear linen too.
3-2) Suddenly, A New loom comes to Europe from Muslim Spain.
3-3) New foot pedals and hand shuttles help people make cloth faster and cheaper.
3-4) But this causes a problem.
3-5) Workers using whirls can’t make threads fast enough for the weavers.
3-6) Luckily, the Spinning Wheel comes to Europe from China.
3-7) More flax threads and cloth makes lower cost linen clothes.

4-1) Over time, all that linen that people wear, wears out.
4-2) There are Lots of Linen rags.
4-3) The Worn our linen rags are smashed, Pulverized. And Stirred.
4-4) The linen fiber soup is spread thin onto screens.
4-5) Wine press screws help press out the water.
4-6) To make .... Paper!
4-7) Now people have lots of cheap linen paper about.

5-1). This is a time when human scribes hand write one book, one copy at a time.
5-2) It takes months to copy one book.
5-3) Books are written on animal skins called parchment.
5-4) Parchment is made like this.
5-5) Get the animal skin. Scrape it. Soak, Stretch and dry it . Prep the surface.
5-6) It takes hundreds of animal skins to make one book like this bible copy.



C-11 3) Bright Reading

6-1) Plentiful cheap paper begins to replace expensive parchment.
6-2) Scribes begin to make more books when disaster strikes.
6-3) Rats with fleas from trading ships spread the plague disease.
6-4) One in three people die.
6-5) When the plague is over, there is a need for books and legal documents.
6-6) But there are not enough scribes to hand write the books.
6-7) There is plenty of linen paper though. 

7-1) In an Aha! moment, this guy, Goldsmith Gutenberg has an idea.
7-2) He knows how to mold rings and things.
7-3) He makes special molds.
He casts removable type letters like this.
7-4) He groups the Interchangeable individual letters into words and sentences.
7-5) He puts ink onto the letters.
7-6) He puts paper on top. Next, he presses it all together.
Whalaa! The printed page.
7-7) Printing makes books faster and cheaper. No animals are needed either.

8-1) Before the printing press, 99 out of 100 people in the world can not read.
8-2) In its first hundred years, people use printing presses to print 20 million 
books.
8-3) Amazingly, Books spread knowledge around the globe.
8-4) To see the impact of printed Books on our world. Let’s compare!
8-5) A handwritten book is like a dim candle in a dark room for one person.
8-6) Mass produced Books and eBooks are like sunlight shining on the world!
8-7) Bountiful Books enable the renaissance and enlightenment.
8-8) Today, connected on-line books continue to educate and enhance our lives.

C-1) To Close, Wow! Long ago, people wear wool.
C-2) People invent better machines to make linen clothes.
C-3) People use the rags to make linen paper.
C-4). Surprise! After the plague, there are not enough writers.
C-5) This guy invents a printing machine.
C-6) Worldwide, The number of books and readers skyrockets.
C-7) Amazing, From BAAs to Books in 7 Links.  
Tech Connects, change our world

3 - READING
Baa’s to Books VIDEO! - Script



Page Description
1_1-3_Natural_whale_by Kurzon  W1
1_2-3_Gas_street_lamp_ 
 by Pentachlorphenol W1
1_5-7_Railroad_worm_ 
 by Aaron Pomerantz W1
1_6-2_Two_Chem__Osamu Shimomura
1_C-2_oil lamp  
 by Arne Hückelheim 
1_C-6_Antarctic_krill_
 By Uwe kils W1
1_C-6_Flower_Hat_Jelly_
 by Chris Favero1

W1 = Wikipedia

All other pictures are in the Public Domain.

Credits

C-123) Bright Reading



Class Description             

4)   POWER 
  .Windows to Wheels

5)   Manu-FACTORY
  .Clay to Cars

6)   BOTS 
  .Automata to AI

7)  NETWORKS
  . Wires to WiFi

Tech Links
Table of Contents

ScienceScience    
Powers  Powers  

our lives! our lives! 

C-13 3) Bright Reading



4) Power

4) Power -Windows to Wheels

Science links POWER 
from making glass  
windows, then boiling 
beer to connected  
Steam Pumps and  
Engines.
This impacts our 
world as people 
change from being 
farmers to working  
in steam powered 
factories.

i-1



Parts Description             
i)   Intro - Power
1)   Blow Windows
2)   Brewer Boilers
3)   Coal Burns
4)   Steam Pumps 
5)   Iron Products
6)   Steam Power
7)   Wheels Propel
C)   Conclusion

Table of Contents

4)  Poweri-2

Without Power,
Muscles lift with limits. 

With Science we understand Power
And how to move machines and ourselves.  

4) Power  
-Windows to Wheels



Welcome to  
Tech Links of Power!

i-3

From glass windows  
to iron train wheels.

4) Power



This is the true story  
where the sands of time or  
at least sand becomes glass. 

i-4 4)  Power



Coal fuels fires.  Also,  
expensive brass objects are  

replaced by practical iron ones.

i-54) Power



Where heated  
water becomes steam...

i-6 4)  Power



That powers a revolution.  

i-74) Power



There are links from the past  
to our present tech objects. 

i-8 4)  Power



i-94) Power

Let’s start our story  
- From Windows to steam  
powered Wheels - with a  

substance we can see through. 



ONE,  Blow Windows
For thousands of years, glass  

is made by melting these  
together with lots of heat. 

1-1 4)  Power

Glass is made of sand, soda, 
lime and smashed glass  

pieces called cullet. 



Long ago, the Romans use pipes 
to blow glass to make lots  
of cups, bottles and bowls.

1-24) Power



Later, people learn to blow  
a big glass bubble and spin it.   
The flat, round, crown glass is  

cut into small shapes for windows. 

1-3 4)  Power



Next, people make hot,  
huge cylinders of blown  

glass to make larger windows. 

1-44) Power



Today, window glass is made  
by floating on hot tin but  
that is a different story.  

1-5 4)  Power



Hundreds of years ago,  
glass workers drink beer  

to keep cool.  Also, it helps the 
workers not get sick from the 

smoky fires that melt the glass. 

1-64) Power



What is the beer made of?

1-7 4)  Power

How is the beer made and  
how does this connect to our tech today?



TWO, Brewer Boilers

Beer makers mix together,  
grain, hops, water and yeast.

2-14) Power



Next, the mash is boiled in  
giant copper vats called kettles. 

2-2 4)  Power



Later, finished beer is  
put into glass bottles. 

2-34) Power



At first, the beer and glass  
bottle makers use wood as fuel. 

2-4 4)  Power



In Europe, so many people burn wood, 
the forests about run out of trees. 

2-54) Power



Many businesses, like beer & bottle 
makers, start using coal as fuel. 

2-6

  Where does the coal come from?

4)  Power



THREE,  Coal Burns
We go back hundreds of millions  

of years ago, before the dinosaurs.  

3-14) Power

  This is a time of amphibians and giant  
insects called the Carboniferous Period.



Massive plants grow  
in the hot rain forests  

that cover the land. 

3-2 4)  Power



When the huge plants die,  
they pile up on top of each  
other in layers called peat. 

3-34) Power



For “Pete’s Sake” or is  
that “Peat`s sake”, over  
time, the layers of plant  
peat get covered up with 

sand.  With heat, pressure & 
time, the peat turns into coal. 

3-4 4)  Power



Much, much later, 
people find that they 

can burn the coal for fuel. 

3-54) Power



Miners dig deeper  
and deeper into the earth  
to get the coal and ore. 
There is a big problem!

3-6 4)  Power



The mines flood with water. 

3-74) Power



FOUR, Steam Pumps  
Thomas Newcomen comes  

up with an idea  
to fix the flooded mines.  

4-1 4)  Power



He burns coal in a beer  
brewer`s boiler to get steam.  

4-24) Power

Boiler

STEAM



He uses the steam to push  
a piston that moves up  

one side of the Steam Pump.

4-3 4)  Power



Cold water sprays into  
the piston and makes a  
vacuum.  This pulls the  
other side up, to pump 
 water out of mines. 

4-44) Power



The Steam Pump uses a  
see-saw motion. The pump  

works ok but burns lots of coal.

4-5 4)  Power



The steam pump sells  
pretty well.  Many mine  

owners buy them. 

4-64) Power



But there is a problem.  Pump  
cylinders are made out of  

expensive brass.  A cheaper  
and stronger material is needed. 

4-7 4)  Power



FIVE, Iron Products
At first, Abraham Darby makes  
brass cooking pots.  Next, he  

discovers how to turn coal into cleaner 
coke.  He uses coke to fuel giant  

blast furnaces to make iron products.

5-14) Power



He makes lots of cooking pots  
and other things out of iron. 

5-2 4)  Power



5-34) Power

Iron pots are made that  
cook blubber into whale oil  

used to light homes.



5-4 4)  Power

He also makes boilers, cylinders  
and pistons for Steam Pumps. 



5-54) Power

For about 50 years, Steam Pumps 
drive water out of deep mines. 



5-6 4)  Power

A Steam Pump model is used  
to teach university students.  
One day the model breaks.



The broken model is given to  
the university’s repairman to  
fix.  His name is James Watt.

5-74) Power



SIX, Steam Power
While James Watt fixes the 
model, he notices something. 

6-1 4)  Power

The Steam Pump uses only one  
cylinder for both hot and cold.  

This wastes a lot of energy.



6-24) Power

Aha!  Watt`s brilliant idea  
is to add another cylinder  

to separate the hot and cold. 

Watt`s new Steam Engine uses 75%  
less coal to push water out of mines.



6-3 4)  Power

 His new designs cost  
3/4ths less to run & are  

four times more powerful  
than the steam pump.

James works on his design 
improvements for 10 years!



6-44) Power

Watt partners with Matthew 
Boulton who owns a factory  

with engineers too.

A guy named “Iron Mad”  Wilkinson  
makes accurate, iron pistons  

and cylinders for steam engines.



Boulton and Watt continue to  
improve their Steam Engines. 

The biggest “wow” moment  
happens when the back and  

forth pistons turns round wheels. 

6-5 4)  Power

In their first 25 years,  
they make 500 Steam Engines.



  The turning motion is very  
useful to move machines

for businesses like  
brewers, textiles and potteries.

6-64) Power

Steam Engines still pump  
water out of mines.  Also, they  

pump fresh water to people who live 
in large cities for indoor plumbing.

Steam powered spinning machines.



Steam Engines power so  
many factories, they cause  
an Industrial Revolution.  

6-7 4)  Power

But powerful steam engines can do more!

Steam powered weaving machines.



SEVEN, Wheels Propel
Richard Trevithick gets  

the idea to make a steam  
engine push an iron train. 

7-14) Power



 Paying passengers get a  
short ride on a circle track  

at his Steam Circus in London.

7-2 4)  Power



Later, there is a race  
to be the world’s first  

commercial train. The place  
is in England on train tracks  

between Liverpool & Manchester. 

7-34) Power

1929 Rainhill Train Race



A train named 
“Rocket” win the race. 

7-4 4)  Power
George Stephenson`s train named Rocket.George Stephenson`s train named Rocket.  



Next, Trains are very successful.   
Soon trains and tracks spread  
throughout England & Europe. 

7-54) Power

Km



Later, steam engine trains 
spread across the world.

7-6 4)  Power

Trans-Siberian Railway is 10,000 Km long.

USA Transcontinental Trains shorten trips from  
the East to West Coast from 6 months to 6 days.



Steam also powers huge ships...

7-74) Power

and some of the first cars. 



8-1

Now days, other types  
of engines power our  

modern people movers: 

4)  Power

But Steam is still  
important to modern living.

jet engines

car petrol
engine

train diesel
engine



8-2

Steam still makes our coffee,  
cooks much of our food  

and helps iron our clothes. 

4) Power



8-3

Sunshine heats water that  
turns into steam & evaporates.

4)  Power

This is part of the Water Cycle.This is part of the Water Cycle.



8-44) Power

Steam generates most  
of the world`s electricity.

Steam turns turbines.



8-5 4)  Power

This includes coal or nuclear  
power that makes the steam  

that turns the turbines  
to generate our electricity. 



4) Power C-1

To Close,
Glass windows are once made  

by people with blow pipes. 

And lots of heat to melt the glass.



C-2 4)  Power

Hot glass workers  
drink beer to keep cool. 



C-34) Power

Brewers make beer in  
steaming hot copper boilers. 



C-4 4)  Power

Steam Pumps use  
boilers to push water  
out of flooded mines. 



C-54) Power

Next, Boulton & Watt make Steam 
Engines which power factories. 

At this same time,  rich farm  
owners make changes that cause  

many poor farmers to lose their jobs.
Many people move to cities to work  
in the new steam powered factories.

sa
m
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C-6 4)  Power

In the past, steam  
boilers on wheels, push 
trains around the world. 



C-74) Power

Today, steam, still makes  
much of our electricity.



C-8 4)  Power

Glass, beer and steam connect 
through time with Power  

from Windows to Wheels. 

Heat changes water into steam.  It  Heat changes water into steam.  It  
expands to power factories around the world.expands to power factories around the world.



4 - POWER,  One Pager

C-94) Power
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4 - POWER
Windows to Wheels VIDEO!

4)  PowerC-10

Main Points
1) Pipe Widows
2) Brewer Pots

3) Peat Coal
4) Pumps

5) Iron Products
6) Steam Power

7) Wheels Propel



C-114) Power

i-1) Welcome to Tech Links with (Steam) Power  From this … to these …
i-2) This is the true story where the sands of time, or at least sand, becomes glass.
i-3) With coal fueled fires.  That help replace brass objects with iron ones.
i-4) Where heated water becomes steam   i-5) That powers a revolution.
i-6) There are links from the past to our present tech objects.
i-7) From Windows to steam powered wheels.
 Let’s start with a see-through substance.
1-1) ONE, Pipe Windows  Glass is made by melting these together with lots of heat.
1-2) The Roman blow glass on a pipe to make lots of cups, bottles and bowls.
1-3) Later, people learn to blow a big glass bubble and spin it.
The flat, round glass is cut into small shapes for windows.
1-4) Next, Hot, huge cylinders of blown glass make larger windows.
1-5) Today, glass is made by floating on hot tin , but that is a different story.
1-6) Hundreds of years ago, Glass workers drink beer to keep cool. Also, it  
 helps the workers not get sick from the smoky fires that melt the glass.
1-7) How is the beer made?
2-1) TWO, Brewer Pots Beer makers Mix these together in giant copper vats.
2-2) Next the mash is boiled 2-3) Later, finished beer is put into glass bottles.
2-4) At first, the Beer and glass bottle makers use wood as fuel.
2-5) In Europe, so many people burn wood, the forests are about to run out of trees.
2-6) Many businesses, like beer and bottle makers, start using coal as fuel.
2-7) Where does the coal come from?
3-1) THREE Peat Coal
3-2) Hundreds of millions of years ago, before the dinosaurs. Massive plants grow over the hot earth.
3-3) When the huge plants die, they pile up on top of each other in layers called peat.
3-4) For “Pete’s Sake”! Over time, the layers of plant peat get covered up with   
 sand. With heat, pressure and time, the peat turns into coal.
3-5) Much, much later, People find that they can burn the coal for fuel.
3-6) As coal miners dig deeper and deeper into the earth, there is a big problem!
3-7) The mines flood with water.
4-1) FOUR, Steam Pumps
 This guy comes up with an idea to fix the flooded mines.
4-2) He burns coal in a Beer Brewers Boiler to get steam.
4-3) He uses steam to push up one side.
4-4) The other side is linked to a piston that drives a pump to push water out of mines.
4-5) The steam Pump works with a see-saw motion. The pump works ok but burns lots of coal.
4-6) The steam pump sells pretty well. Many mine owners buy them.
4-7) But there is a problem. Pump cylinders are made out of expensive brass.  
 A cheaper and stronger material is needed.
5-1) FIVE, Iron Products  This guy Turns coal into coke and makes iron products.
5-2) He makes lots of pots and other things out of iron.
5-3) He also makes steam pump cylinders out of iron.
5-4) For about 50 years, steam pumps drive water out of deep mines.
5-5) This university has a model of the steam pump to teach students.
5-6) One day the pump model breaks.
5-7) The Broken model is given to the University’s Repairman.

4 - POWER
Windows to Wheels VIDEO! - Script



4)  PowerC-12

6-1) SIX, Steam Power
 While he fixes the model, he notices something.
6-2) The Steam Pump uses one cylinder for both the hot and cold cycles. 
 This wastes a lot of energy.
6-3) Aha! Watts brilliant idea is to add another cylinder to separate the hot and cold.
6-4) Watts new Steam Engine costs less to run but is more powerful  
 than the Steam Pump.
6-5) The new Steam Engines sell well.  
6-6) Bolton and Watt improve their engines.
 They make the back and forth piston turn a round wheel.  The  
 turning motion is very useful for businesses like textiles and potteries.
6-7) Steam Engines power so many factories, they cause an  
 Industrial Revolution But powerful steam engines can do more!
7-1) SEVEN, Wheels Propel
 This guy gets the idea to make a steam engine push iron train wheels.
 His first try fails as the L shapes iron rails break and the boiler leaks.
7-2) He does get his train working.
 Paying passengers get a short ride on a circle track at his Steam Circus.
7-3) Later, There is a competition to be the world’s first commercial train.  
 The race is in.  England on train tracks between these two cities.
7-4) This guy and his train named Rocket win the race.
7-5) Next, Trains are very successful. Soon trains and tracks  
 spread through out England and Europe.
7-6) Later, steam engine trains spread across continents and across the world.
7-7) Steam also powers ships and some of the first cars.
 Steam power is still important to our world too.
8-1) Nowadays, other types of engines power our modern  
 people movers: cars, trains, and planes.
8-2) Steam still makes our coffee  and Cooks Much of our food
8-3) But Steam is still powerful today too.
8-4) Steam generators make lots of the world`s electricity.
8-5) Here are examples
C-1) To Close,
 Glass windows are once made by people with blow pipes.
C-2) Hot glass workers drink beer to keep cool.
C-3) Brewers make beer in steaming hot boilers.
C-4) Steam pumps use boilers to push water out of flooded mines.
C-5) Next, Bolton and Watt make steam engines which power factories.
C-6) In the past, Steam boilers on wheels push trains around the globe.
C-7) Today, steam, still makes much of the energy for our modern world.
C-8) When we see through glass, we connect through time with  
 Power from Windows  to Wheels.

4 - POWER
Windows to Wheels VIDEO! - Script



5) Factory

5) Manu-FACTORY
- Clay to Cars

i-1

Science connects  
Factories from 
ancient clay  
soldiers to  
modern self  
driving cars.

To Manufacture is to make things.
Where things are made is called a  

Manu-Factory or just Factory for short.



5) Factory

Part  Description             
i)   Intro 
1)    ONE, Clay 
2)    TWO, China Ceramics
3)   THREE, Changeable Parts
4)   FOUR, Create Machines
5)    FIVE, Cloth
6)    SIX, Clocks+
7)    SEVEN, Cars
C)   Conclusion

Table of Contents

i-2

Without Production,
We produce only a few products.

With Science, we build from scarcity  
to a surplus of everyday objects for everyone!

5) Manu-FACTORY
- Clay to Cars



Welcome To Tech Links  
with Factory Production!

i-35) Factory

From a time when most people are 
farmers with just enough to eat to a 
world full of mass produced objects.



We look at the origins  
of objects to better  

understand our lives today. 

i-4 5) Factory

Our word, “tech” comes from the Greek 
word, téchnē which means art and skill.   

Today, our factories, balance human  
creativity and craft with the controlled  

muscles and movements of machines.

Do Science!



This is the true tale about  
Factories that produce  

our tech products. 

i-55) Factory

Technology is to apply Science to  
produce practical, useful objects.



Also, our Tech Connects  
with Factories from ancient  

Clay Soldiers to Modern Cars. 

i-6 5) Factory

TECH
 LINKS

From 

   Clay
to  Cars 

5 - 

1 - 

2 - 

6 - 6 - 

7 - 7 - 

3 - 3 - 

4 - 



We often think of factories and  
mass production as being modern.  

Actually, our true story starts  
over 2 thousand years ago. 

i-75) Factory



In the year, 221 BCE,  
China is a bunch of different  
warring kingdoms.  Each with  

a separate, war-lord king. 

1-1 5) Factory



Qin Shi Huagdi wants to unite 
the country under one  

Emperor.  Him of course.

1-25) Factory



He builds factories to hand  
make lots of weapons like bows 
and arrows, spears and swords. 

1-3 5) Factory

Bronze crossbow triggers  
are mass produced in  

ceramic molds.



His factories make enough  
weapons to equip his 100  

thousand soldiers.   Over the next  
20 years, Emperor Qin (Chin) 
conquers the whole country.   

He names it after himself, China. 

1-45) Factory



ONE, Clay Army 
He likes being Emperor  

so much, he want to keep  
the job forever!  He has a  

plan to rule in the afterlife too.  

1-5 5) Factory



1-65) Factory

He builds more factories to hand  
make lots of clay soldiers and supplies.  

Over half a million people work 30 
years to make Qin`s Tomb and 10  
thousand clay warriors & weapons.



1-7 5) Factory

Think of all the efforts & costs to  
mix the clay, shape into soldiers, oven  
bake the figures and then paint them.   

Some molds are used but most of  
the clay soldiers are made by hand.   



1-85) Factory

The Emperor believes the clay  
soldiers are real.  Somehow the  
clay army, animates & will fight  

his wars in the afterlife. 



1-9 5) Factory

After Emperor Qin`s death,  
Chinese factories continue  
to make silks and ceramics.  

As for Emperor Qin, he drinks what  
he thinks is an elixir of eternal life.   

It contains mercury and slowly kills him. 



TWO,  Clay China
China silks and clay ceramics  

are popular but expensive.  They  
are shipped in wooden ships to  

other countries around the world.

2-15) Factory



2-2

 Next, people in Europe make their  
own copies of the clay ceramics. 

5) Factory

Dutch Delftware



Later, In England, Josiah  
Wedgwood uses science  

to figure out how to make  
his own ceramics at less cost. 

2-35) Factory



2-4

He experiments with what  
materials and production  

processes to use. 
Also, he discovers how to  

control oven heat consistently  
to make quality ceramics.

5) Factory

 A Fire Meter measures temperature  
based on how much the clay shrinks.



2-5

He makes popular ceramic  
dinnerware & tea sets. 

5) Factory



He also makes these fancy  
products called Wedgwood.

2-6 5) Factory



Today, in the West, we still  
call clay ceramics “China”  

after where they first come from. 
2-75) Factory

Ceramics are made in factories. 

bottle kilnbottle kiln



THREE,  Consistent Parts
In 1785, most things like  
guns are still made one  
by one by human hands.

3-1 5) Factory



3-25) Factory

In France, this guy gets an idea. 
Painfully, he has gun parts  

hand made that are all  
the same size.  This is called  

“inter-changeable parts”. 

Honore  Honore  
Le BlancLe Blanc



3-3 5) Factory

He puts on a big show  
for important people.  In  

front of the crowd, he puts  
together, random gun parts. 



3-45) Factory

At least one person is  
impressed.  He is the US  
Ambassador to France,  

named Thomas Jefferson. 



3-5 5) Factory

Suddenly, in France, a  
revolution happens.  Society  

unravels into chaos.  Heads roll.

The French lose interest in the
idea of Interchangeable Parts.



FOUR, Create Machines
Mr Jefferson, who later  

becomes President Jefferson, 
takes the idea of Interchangeable 

Parts to the USA. 

4-15) Factory



Eli Whitney and team design
 new, water-powered machines  

to help make muskets.  
It takes 10 years to make  
10 thousand muskets with  

some interchangeable parts. 

4-2 5) Factory



In 1808, England is making  
lots of wooden warships  

preparing for war with Napoleon. 

4-35) Factory



There is a Problem.   There  
are Not enough pulley blocks  

to control the cloth, wind sails  
that power the Navy ships.

4-4 5) Factory



Engineer Marc Brunel gets the idea 
to create a production line  

to make lots of wooden pulley 
blocks.  He designs machines but 

needs someone make to them.

4-55) Factory

Interestingly, he left France during the 
French revolution and moved to England.



4-6

Henry Maudslay designs the  
machines to produce the pulleys.  It  

takes 6 years to make the 45 machines 
that are powered by steam engines. 

5) Factory



Next, one hundred thousand  
pulley blocks are made per 

year with the new machines.

4-7

Automation impacts people at the  
pulley factory.  Ten people &  

machines replace 110 skilled workers. 

5) Factory



FIVE, Cloth
Next,  based on the success  
of the pulley block factory,  

more machine tools are made. 

5-1 5) Factory



These machine tools make  
other machines to produce parts.

5-25) Factory



Here are examples of machines 
that power cloth factories. 

5-3 5) Factory



Machines prepare the cotton.   
Carding, lines up the fibers. 

5-45) Factory

Hand Carding

Machine CardingMachine Carding



5-5

Other machines, spin threads.

5) Factory

Spinning pulls fibers thinner and twists 
them together to make threads.  Can  

we even image a time, when people, with 
much effort made their own clothes?

Hand SpinningHand Spinning

Machine SpinningMachine Spinning



 More powered machines,  
weave lots of cloth.

5-65) Factory

Machines like these make products  
better and cheaper. But they cost the  
jobs & change life styles of workers  
who once made cloth in their homes. 



SIX, Clocks+
Machines also make steam  

engines & more machine tools. 

6-1 5) Factory



 Steam engines power  
machines in factories. 

6-25) Factory



The numbers of  
factories explodes. 

There is an Industrial  
Revolution of changes as  

workers move from farms  
in small rural villages to  

factories in crowded cities.

6-3 5) Factory



In the 1820`s this guy makes  
a factory to make hundreds  

of thousands of Clocks. 

6-45) Factory

He lowers the price  
of brass clock from $20 to $2.

Chauncey JeromeChauncey Jerome



In the 1850`s, this guy combines  
his own ideas with the patents of 4  
others to design a sewing machine.

He builds factories and cleverly  
sells the sewing machines on credit.

6-5 5) Factory

The needle pushes the 1st thread down that  
a hook loops around a 2nd thread to make a stitch.

Isaac SingerIsaac Singer



At this time, Steam Engines power 
boats & ships all made in factories. 

6-65) Factory

Mississippi SteamboatMississippi Steamboat

Notice the smokestacks are similar to the train called “Rocket”.Notice the smokestacks are similar to the train called “Rocket”.
Both powered by steam.Both powered by steam.



Later, Factories also build equipment  
to make and distribute electricity. 

6-7 5) Factory

Electric motors power more  
machines and factories. 



SEVEN,  Cars
In 1908, Henry Ford designs  
a simple but effective car.  
After many tries, he calls  
his invention the Model T. 

7-15) Factory



Car pieces are made,  
all the same size called  
Interchangeable Parts. 

7-2 5) Factory



He uses machine tools and a moving  
assembly line to make lots of cars.

7-35) Factory



He pays his workers a fair  
wage.  Workers can afford  
to buy the cars they make. 

7-4 5) Factory



In Ford’s factory, 
30,000 machines help people  

make 15 Million cars in 20 years.  

7-55) Factory



Ford’s efficient production line,  
lowers the price of a car from $850  

in 1909 to under $300 in 1927.

7-6 5) Factory



Soon there are lots of  
factories that make cars  

and all kinds of other objects. 

7-75) Factory



8-1

Today, factories make almost all  
of our everyday objects.  Paper  

and plastic products are examples.

5) Factory



8-2

Factories, shape  
and bake clay ceramics too.

5) Factory



8-3

They cut and sew  
clothes I wear. 

5) Factory



8-4

Much of what I eat and  
drink comes from factories.

5) Factory



8-5

Smartphones are made in  
factories before they can  

do calls, selfies and searches.  

5) Factory



8-6

Today, Industrial Robots,  
programmed by people, do many of  

the difficult processes to make cars.

5) Factory



8-7 5) Factory

Our everyday objects don`t  
grow in nature.  They are made  

by people and machines.  Factories  
that make microprocessor chips  
are amazingly complex.  Human  

designs and automated production  
machines change sand into silicon chips.  

These microprocessors, empower  
our everyday digital devices. 



5) Factory 8-8

Human brain cells connect to  
think.  Chip transistors link to  

enable electronic data flows.  They 
energize our digital devices today  
and the emerging AI of tomorrow.



To Close, 
Wow!  Production Factories  

- From Clay Armies to  
Colorful Cars in 7 steps. 

C-1 5) Factory

TECH
 LINKS

From 

   Clay
to  Cars 

5 - Cloth

1 - Clay

2 - 

6 -6 -ClocksClocks

7 - Cars7 - Cars

3 - 3 - ChangeableChangeable
Parts

4 - 
Create

Machines

ChinaChina



Ancient Clay soldiers in China,  
show us how early factories  
equip huge ancient armies. 

C-25) Factory



Next, Chinese factories make 
lots of ceramics.   They are 
traded around the world. 

C-3 5) Factory



Later, Europeans make  
Ceramics too.  New Science and  
production steps are discovered. 

C-45) Factory



A guy in France comes up  
with interchangeable parts. 

Chaos stops production  
progress in his country. 

C-5 5) Factory



President Jefferson takes  
the ideas of machine tools  
and factories to the USA  

to make same size muskets.

C-65) Factory

www.eliwhitney.orgwww.eliwhitney.org



Then, England invents new  
machine tools.  First to make 

wooden pulleys for ships  
then other factories.

C-7 5) Factory



Next, the powered, controlled 
machines turn tons of  

cotton into cloth.  The textiles  
are sold around the world. 

C-85) Factory

            Arkwright`s Water Frame            Arkwright`s Water Frame



Later, the Ford Factory  
uses machines, same size  

parts and a moving assembly  
line to make millions of cars. 

C-9 5) Factory



Before factories, most people  
are poor.  The rich 1% own the  

land where the other 99% work.
Factories improve economies.   

Sadly, they create pollution and  
use up world resources too.  Also,  

many factory workers, often  
dislike the repetitive jobs. 

C-10C-105) Factory5) Factory



5) FactoryC-11

Today, positively, many people  
around the world are middle class.   
But huge - education, income and  

opportunity - inequalities still exist.
May easy Science with Alford help  
cure the global un-equalness.  We  
need the wisdom as we create our  
tech filled and AI enabled future!



5 - FACTORY  One Pager
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5) FactoryC-13

5 - Factory
-Clay to Cars  VIDEO.

Main Points
1) Clay

2) China
3) Changeable Parts
4) Create Machines

5) Cloth
6) Clocks
7) Cars



5) Factory C-14

i-1) Welcome To Tech Links  From this ….. to these !
i-2) We look at object origins to better understand our lives today.
i-3) This is the true tale about Factories.
i-4) Also, how Tech Connects from Clay Soldiers to Modern Cars.
i-5) Our story starts Two thousand plus years ago.
1-1) At this time, China is a bunch of different warring kingdoms. Each with a 
separate, warlord king.
1-2) This guy Qin (pronounced “Chin”) Shi Huang wants to unite China under one 
King or Emperor. Him of course.
1-3) He builds factories to hand-make weapons like bows and arrows, spears and swords.
1-4) His factories make enough weapons to equip his 100 thousand soldiers
Emperor Qin (Chin) conquers the whole country. He names the united country 
after himself, — China!
1-5) He likes being top King so much, he wants to keep it forever! He has a plan to 
rule in the afterlife too.
He builds more factories to hand-make 10 thousand clay soldiers and weapons.
It is because of these clay soldiers, that we know about his ancient army.
1-6) As for Emperor Qin, he drinks what he thinks is an elixir of eternal life. It has 
mercury in it. It slowly kills him.
1-7) In China, factories continue to make silks and ceramics. China ships them all over the world.
2-1) Chinese ceramics are expensive because they are shipped around the world.
2-2) Next, People in Europe copy making clay ceramics
2-3) Later, In England, this guy uses science to figure out how to make his own 
ceramics at less cost.
2-4) He experiments what materials to use.
Also, how to control oven heat consistently.
2-5) He makes plates, dinnerware and popular Tea sets.
2-6) He also makes these… that he names after himself.
2-7) Today, In the West, we still call clay ceramics “China” after where they first came from.
3-1) Next, At a time when most things like guns are made one by one by human hands,
3-2) In France, this guy gets an idea.
3-3) Painfully, he has gun parts hand made that are all the same size. This is called 
“interchangeable parts”.
3-4) He puts on a show for crowds as he assembles random gun parts together.
3-5) At least one person is impressed. He is the US Ambassador to France, named Thomas Jefferson.
3-6) Suddenly, In France, the revolution happens. Heads roll!
3-7)The French lose interest in Blanc’s Idea.
4-1) Mr Jefferson, who later becomes President Jefferson, takes the idea of 
changeable parts to the USA.
4-2) It takes years but this guy makes 10 thousand muskets. With help from water 
powered machines, the hand made gun parts are nearly the same size.
4-3) At this time, England is making lots of wooden ships to fight this guy.
4-4) There is a Problem. Not enough pulley blocks to move the cloth sails for the ships.
4-5) This guy get the idea to make a production line to make the wooden pulley blocks.
4-7) This guy makes the machines. Next, one hundred thousand pulleys are made per year.
4-8) Automation impacts people at the pulley factory. Ten people and machines replace 110 skilled workers.

5 - Factory
-Clay to Cars  VIDEO! - Script



5) FactoryC-15

5-1) Next, based on the success of the pulley block factory, more machine tools are made.
5-2) These machine tools make more machines. 5-3) These machines enable cloth factories.
5-4) These Machines prepare the cotton
5-5) These machines, called spinning mules, spin threads
5-6) Other powered machines, weave lots of cloth
5-7) Machines like these make products better and cheaper. But they cost the 
jobs and change life styles of cottage workers.
6-1) Machine Tools also make steam engines.
6-2) Steam engines power machines in factories.
6-3) The numbers of factories explodes.
There is a revolution of changes as workers move from farms in small villages 
to factories in crowded cities.
6-4) This guy makes a factory to make Hundreds of thousands of Clocks.
6-5) This guy builds factories to make sewing machines.
6-6) Steam engines also power trains. Trains and rails are made in factories.
6-7) Later, Factories also build equipment to make and to distribute electricity.
Electric motors power more machines and factories.
7-1) This guy designs a simple but effective car after many tries. He calls it the model T.
7-2) Car parts are made, all the same size.
7-3) He uses machine tools and a moving assembly line to make lots and lots of cars.
7-4) He pays his workers a fair wage. Workers can afford to buy the cars they make.
7-5) In Ford’s factory, 30,000 machines help people make 15 Million cars in 20 years
7-6) Ford’s efficient production line, lowers the price of a car from $850 … To $360 dollars
7-7) Soon there are lots of factories that make cars and all kinds of other objects.
8-1 Today, factories make almost all of our everyday things.
8-2) Factories: shape and bake clay ceramics
8-3) They cut and sew clothes I wear
8-4) Factories process and pack the food I eat
8-5) They put together smartphones for my calls, selfies and searches.
8-6) Factories still assemble autos too.
8-7) Aha! People and machines in Factories make most of the objects around me.
C-1) To Close, Wow! From Clay to Cars in 7 steps.
C-2) Ancient Clay soldiers in China, show us how early factories equipped huge ancient armies.
C-3) Next, Chinese factories make lots of ceramics called China. They are 
traded around the world.
C-4) Later, the English make Ceramics. New science and production steps are discovered.
C-5) Then, this guy demos inter-changeable parts.
But guillotines stop production progress in his country.
C-6) President Jefferson takes the Ideas to the USA to make muskets
C-7) Then, England invents new machine tools. First to make pulleys for ships.
C-8) Next, the powered, controlled machines turn TONS of cotton into cloth. 
These are sold around the world. C-9) Later, the Ford Factory uses machines, 
same size parts and a moving assembly line to make millions of cars.
C-10) With our modern factories, we connect where things come from to better 
understand our tech objects, today.

5 - Factory
-Clay to Cars  VIDEO! - Script



6) BOTS

6) PRO-BOTS 
- Automata to AI

i-1

Automata are self-moving mechanical  
machines that often imatitate humans.

Science connects  
Bots from past 
automata to  
emerging AI.



6) BOTS

Parts Description             
i)   Intro 
1)  Faith
2)  Fun
3)  Factory
4)  Form
5)  Film
6)  For Now
7)  Future
C)   Conclusion

6) Pro-Bots

Table of Contents

i-2

Without Bots,
Humans struggle at work & on-line
With Science we create Pro-Bots

They are Robots with positive purposes!



Welcome to Tech Links
From Automata 
to AI Robots!

i-36) BOTS



News Flash!  
Machines start to think! 

i-4 6) BOTS



Let’s look at the origins  
of self acting machines  

called Automata.

i-56) BOTS

automatonautomaton

humanhuman



to better understand the  
present future of artificial  

intelligence (AI).

i-6 6) BOTS



i-7

Here is the true story from  
Automata to AI in 7 Links. 

6) BOTS

TECH
 LINKS

From 
    Automata
   to  A.I. 
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6   

21 

7 



i-8

We start with clocks and cams.

6) BOTS



ONE, Faith
In the past, there are machines  

at places where people pray. 

1-16) BOTS



In 500 BCE, like magic, 
this machine self opens  

Greek temple doors. 

1-2 6) BOTS



In the Middle Ages, 
 machines like these self  

ringing bell clocks, tell people 
when to start and stop work.

1-36) BOTS



Complex clocks with moving  
automata are the pride of  
cities of the Middle Ages.

Gears and a secret  
components drive the  

automata of showy city clocks. 

1-4 6) BOTS



The secret to self  
moving machines are  

round teethed gears and  
squish circle shaped cams.  

1-56) BOTS



 Amazing!   
Here are more examples of 

 automata from the Middles Ages!

1-6 6) BOTS



1-7

Next, the cam idea  
controls church bells.  

6) BOTS

carillon bells



1-8 6) BOTS

Cam pegs, program  
which bells will play when. 



TWO,  Fun
Hundreds of years ago,  

smart people make machines  
that play and entertain. 

2-16) BOTS



2-2 6) BOTS

For example,  



Image all the mechanical  
controls needed so machines  
like this one, can make music. 

2-36) BOTS



People also make clever,  
animal automata.  This duck  

pretends to eat and even poop. 

2-4 6) BOTS

Vaucanson`s Defecating Duck



Wow! This automaton writes by  
itself.  Notice the old style pen.  

The user can program which  
letters the machines will write. 

2-56) BOTS



This automaton “self”  
plays chess to entertain  
a crowd of paying people.  

2-6 6) BOTS

Notice, its probably moved by a  
person inside and mechanical controls.



 Self acting machines can  
do more than just play. 

2-76) BOTS

kara kuri



THREE, Factory 
 At first, people make  
machines for power.

3-1 6) BOTS



Next, machines are strong  
and smart enough to do  

repeatable jobs at factories.

3-26) BOTS



Hundreds of years later,
people design machines  
to pick and place parts  
to make electronics.

3-3 6) BOTS

Circuit Board Assemblies



 With computers, people  
control machines like robots  
to precisely weld car frames. 

3-46) BOTS



Today, assembly robots put  
products together too.  Robots  
also move objects all around.

3-5 6) BOTS



Robot-like drones can even fly.  
They can deliver what we buy, 

straight to our homes. 

3-66) BOTS



Cobots and CPS are  
all about humans and  

robots working together.  

3-7 6) BOTS

Cyber People Systems
Image: Getty RoyaltyFreeImage: Getty RoyaltyFree



 FOUR, Human Forms
There is something within  

our creative souls that drives,   
humans to design robots,  
that look and act like us. 

4-16) BOTS

HumanHuman
Hiroshi IshiguroHiroshi Ishiguro

RobotRobot

Robot SophiaRobot Sophia
Hanson RoboticsHanson Robotics



Robot hands and arms are 
stronger than humans muscles. 

4-2 6) BOTS



Some Robots can even  
walk, kick and run.

4-36) BOTS

Boston Dynamics

 ASIMO ASIMO



People make robots  
with sensors that  

act like human senses. 

4-4 6) BOTS

touch
sensor

sight sensor
sou

nd se
nso

r



4-5

 Robots have chips for brains  
and software for minds. 

In the past, people write step  
by step software to control  
each separate robot action.

6) BOTS

Algorithm - detailed instruction to produce a result.



Today,  Machine Learning (ML) 
 enables machines to self-teach.  

With access to human experiences  
and big data, digital devices  

apply AI to self learn.

4-6 6) BOTS

Fair Use, Getty ImagesFair Use, Getty Images



Also, there is something called  
Deep Learning.  This is where  
machines, learn based on the  
linked human brain model with  

neurons, synapses and memories. 

4-76) BOTS

HumansHumans AI BotsAI Bots



FIVE, Films
The Czech word, robot  

means “hard work” or “serf labor”.  

5-1 6) BOTS

1920 Karel Capek`s play.



In the 1927 film, “Metropolis” 
greedy humans and grim  

robots cause trouble. 

5-26) BOTS

The theme is for humanity to  
balance heads, hands and hearts. 



Often, movies play on the fears  
people have about robots. 

In this movie, skin covered,  
metal frame monsters have cyber 

brains, that terminate people. 

5-3 6) BOTS

FAIR USE: Terminator, Orion PicturesFAIR USE: Terminator, Orion Pictures



In this movie, the evil AI robot,  
Ultron is a smart,  

strong super-villain.

5-46) BOTS

FAIR USE: Ultron, MarvelFAIR USE: Ultron, Marvel



5-5 6) BOTS

The movie, “Ex Machina”  
highlights an AI Robot’s  

struggle with self awareness. 

FAIR USE: Ex Machina, Film4, DNA FilmsFAIR USE: Ex Machina, Film4, DNA Films



Some movies also show the good side  
of sentient Artificial Intelligence

5-6

Films show us the terrors and triumphs  
of our possible futures with robots.   

What is the reality of our bots today?
6) BOTS

FAIR USE: Star Trek NG, ParamountFAIR USE: Star Trek NG, Paramount

FAIR USE: Star Wars, LucasfilmsFAIR USE: Star Wars, Lucasfilms



SIX, For Now
Some Bots: search  

Internets; sort emails 
and simplify directions. 

6-1 6) BOTS



ChatBot and Virtual  
Assistant voices  

answer our questions. 

6-26) BOTS



Some AI Bots work in our  
homes.  Chef Bots cook meals.   

Cleaner Bots, clean up after us.

6-3 6) BOTS



 To assist Human Surgeons,  
AI Doc Bots, can perform  

precise surgeries.

6-46) BOTS

AI medical experts diagnose sickness too. 



AI Danger Bots do hard  
jobs like bomb disposals. 

6-5 6) BOTS



Farm Bots help human farmers, 
plant seeds, care for plants and  

pick the fruits and veggies. 

6-66) BOTS



Today, narrow AI  
Bots do a single task. 

6-7 6) BOTS

What is next?



SEVEN, Future 
AI has the potential  

for huge harms  
or grand greatness. 
What is the future  

for our AI Bots and us?  

7-16) BOTS



7-2

Like Dr. Frankenstein  
ended up with a monster,

There are cautions for us as 
 we enable, enhanced AI Bots.

6) BOTS



7-36) BOTS

 May our AI future Not be world  
wars with swarms of cyber soldiers. 

 May our AI Pro-Bots enable global peace.
 Fair Use: Star Wars, Episode IIFair Use: Star Wars, Episode II



7-4 6) BOTS

AI must augment, not  
replace human creative abilities.   

Stressed grape vines make  
the best wines.  As we make  

AI machines that do more & more.  
We need to take care, not to  

over entertain and pamper  
ourselves to the point  

where we lose our purpose  
and sentient self successes. 



7-56) BOTS

The System of Integrated AI  
or SIA is coming.  That is,  

connected Pro-Bots with sensors  
and mechanical muscle that work  

together.  Examples are the  
factories and farms of the future.  



7-6 6) BOTS

What if we teach, Robots,  
our basic human values?

What will be the results if we don’t?



AI Bots can positively  
impact people.  They can help 

smooth incomes & equalize access 
to world knowledge and resources.

7-76) BOTS

Image a future where People & Pro-Bots 
succeed together.  With purpose, we  

explore our own planet and outer space! 



To close,
our story of self acting  

machines, starts at  
church clocks and bells. 

C-1 6) BOTS



Next, people make  
automata to entertain us.

C-26) BOTS



Later, controlled machines  
power factories to make things.

C-3 6) BOTS



People make Robots  
that look and act like us. 

C-46) BOTS



Films highlight human  
fears of robots rise that  

will cause humanity`s demise. 

C-5 6) BOTS



Today, self acting  
machines work with humans. 

C-66) BOTS



As future machines get smarter  
and more AI self-aware. 
How do humans adapt?

C-7 6) BOTS



C-8

We learn about automata origins
to better understand emerging  

AI Robots and their impacts on us. 

6) BOTS



6) BOTS

6) Bots  - Credits

C-9

Page Description
i-1 Franklin Institute
2-1 Jacquet Droz automata
2-4 Vaucanson automata
3-7 Fair Use, Getty Images
4-1 Fair Use, Sophia - Hanson Robotics
4-1 Fair Use, Hiroshi Ishiguro
4-3 Fair Use, ASIMO, Honda 
4-3 Fair Use, Atlas, Boston Dynamics
4-6 Fair Use, Getty Images
5-1 Fair Use, Karel Capek, R.U.R
5-2 Fair Use, Von Fritz Lang, Metropolis
5-2 Fair Use, Terminator, Orion Pictures
5-4 Fair Use, Ultron, Marvel
5-5 Fair Use, Ex Machina, Film4, DNA Films
5-6 Fair Use, Star Trek NG, Paramount
5-6 Fair Use, Star Wars, LucasFilms
7-3 Fair Use, Star Wars, Episode III
C-11 Property of Alford Books

All other pictures are in the Public Domain.



6 - BOTS  One Pager
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6 - Video   Tech Links  
Bots - Automata to AI

6) BOTSC-11

Main Points
1) Faith
2) Fun

3) Factories
4) Form
5) Films

6) For Now
7) Future



6) BOTS C-12

i-1) Welcome to Tech Links  From this …. to these
i-2) News Flash! Machines start to think!
i-3) Let’s look at the origins of self acting machines called Automata
i-4) to better understand the present future of AI
i-5) Here is the true story from Automata to AI in 7 Links.
i-6) We start with clocks and cams.
1-1) ONE, Faith
In the past, there are machines… at places where people pray.
1-2) Like magic, This machine self opens Greek temple doors.
1-3) Later, Medieval machines like these self ringing bell clocks, tell people when 
to start and stop work.
1-4) Complex clocks with moving automata are the pride of cities of the Middle 
Ages. Gears and a secret components drive the automata of showy city clocks.
1-5) The secret to self moving machines are round teethed gears and squish circle shaped cams.
1-6) Amazing! Here are more examples of more Middles Ages, automata.
1-7) Next, the cam idea controls church bells. The pegs program which bells will play when.
2-1) TWO, Fun  2-2) Smart people make machines that play and entertain.
2-3) Imagine all the mechanical controls needed so machines like this, can make music.
2-4) Clever, animal automatons like this duck, eat and even pretend to poop.
2-5) Wow! This automata writes by itself. Notice the old style pen. The user  
can program which letters the machines will write.
2-6) This player piano uses cam like tabs to control the keys.
2-7) Self acting machines can do more than just play.
3-1) THREE, Factory  At first, people make machines for power.
3-2) Next, Machines are strong and smart enough to do repeating work.
Here are other examples.
3-3) Later, People design machines to pick and place parts to make electronics.
3-4) With computers, People control machines like robots to precision weld car frames.
3-5) Today, robots put products together too. Robots also move objects all around.
3-6) Robot-like Drones can even fly. They can deliver what we buy, straight to our homes.
3-7) Co-bots and CPS are all about humans and robots working together.
4-1) FOUR, Form
There is something within our creative souls that drives humans to design robots, 
that look like, and act like us.
4-2) Robot hands and arms are more reliable than human muscle-based movements.
4-3) Our Robots mimic human muscles. Some Robots can even walk and run.
4-4) People make robots with sensors that are like human senses.
4-5) Robots have chips for brains and software for minds.  In the past, people write 
step by step software to control each separate robot action.
4-6) Today, Machine Learning software enables machines to self teach.
Machines make Self decisions based on deluges of info data.
4-7) Also, there is something called Deep Learning.
This is where machines learn based on the model of the interlinked human brain.

6 -   Bots  
- Automata to AI VIDEO! Script



6) BOTSC-13

5-1 FIVE, Films
The word robot means “hard work” or “serf labor”. It comes from this Play.
5-2) In this early film, Greedy humans and grim robots cause trouble.
The theme is to balance head, hands and heart.
5-3) Often, Movies play on the fear people have about robots. In this movie, Skin cov-
ered, Metal frame monsters have Cyber brains. Their job?  Terminate people.
5-4) In this movie the robot, evil Ultron is smart, strong and flies fast.
5-5) In this movie, worker robots revolt against human bosses.
5-6) The movie, “Ex Machina” highlights an AI Robot’s struggle with self awareness.
5-7) Films show us the terrors and triumphs of our possible futures with robots.
What is the reality of our robots today?
6-1) SIX, For Now
AI Bots: sort mail; search Internets and simplify directions.
6-2) Service Bots, serve customers like answering questions and making coffee.
6-3) Some AI Bots work in our homes.
Chef Bots cook meals. Cleaner bots clean up after us.
6-4) To assist human Surgeons, AI Doc Bots can perform precise surgery.
AI medical experts diagnose sickness too.
6-5) GI Joe, AI Bots do dangerous jobs like bomb disposal.
6-6) Farm Bots help human farmers, plant seeds, care for plants and pick the 
fruits and veggies.
6-7) Today, AI Bots do single domain tasks. What is next?
7-1) SEVEN, Future What is the near future for our AI Bots and Us?
Will bots be self-thinking and more general purpose?
7-2) Will chip transistors link human-like brain connections?
7-3) Like Dr. Frankenstein ended up with a monster,
There are cautions for us as we enable enhanced AI Bots
7-4) As positives, AI Bots can help humans care for our home planet.
7-5) What if we teach our Robot creations our basic human values?
What will be the results if we don’t?
7-6) Imagine AI Bots as global poverty busters.
By smoothing income and access inequalities.
7-7) May our AI Bots enable global peace and not world wars with swarms of cyber soldiers.
C-1) To Close,
Our story of self acting machines starts at church clocks and bells.
C-2) Next, People make automata to entertain us.
C-3) Later, controlled machines power factories to make things.
C-4) People make Robots that look and act like us.
C-5) Films highlight human fears of robots rise that cause humanities demise.
C-6) Today, self acting machines work with humans.
C-7) As future machines get smarter and more AI self-aware….  
How do humans adapt?
C-8) We learn Automata origins
To better understand emerging AI Robots and the impacts on us.

6 -   Bots  
- Automata to AI VIDEO! Script
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7) Networksi-2

7 - Video   Tech Links  
Networks - Wires to WiFi

Main Points
1) Mail

2) Trains
3) Telegraphs

4) Radios
5) Telephones

6) Internet
7) WiFi



7) Networks i-3

i-1) Welcome to Tech Links…… of Networks
i-2) Today’s Worldwide web was Not the first global  
network.
i-3) Roman roads linked Europe and Africa
i-4) Silk Roads connected Asia and Europe.
i-5) Wind powered ships once sailed around the  
world trading silver , sugar and spices
i-6) Today, Our tech nets connect through time
From Wires to WIFI.
i-7) Let’s start with posted papers.

1-1) This King started the Royal Mail service.
1-2) At first, it is free to send letters and packages.  
Only the receiver has to pay.
1-3) Later, this guy is the first US Post Master. He organized 
the post network complete with weekly mail wagons.
1-4) The UK made the first stamps where senders pay up-
front.
1-5) Common post bin and mail boxes show how wide the 
mail network is.
1-6) For a time, fast horse and single riders enable the Pony 
Express Mail across the USA.
1-7) The days of the Pony Express ended with the  
next network.

2-1) TWO,Trains
This guy puts a steam engine on iron wheels. Sadly, it fails 
because the rails break.
2-2) Next, People make stronger rails.
2-3) There is a race to find the best train engine.
2-4) This guy wins with his train called Rocket
2-5) Soon, networks of train tracks spread across UK and 
Europe.
2-6) Later, trains run across huge countries
And connect the biggest continents.
2-7) Next, what is wanted are ways to send more messages.

7 -   Networks  
- Wires to WiFi VIDEO! Script
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7 -   Networks  
- Wires to WiFi VIDEO! Script

3-1) THREE, Telegraphs
Wires on poles run next to the train tracks.
Telegraphs send signals to keep trains from crashing into 
each other.
3-2) The wires link batteries and two of these
3-3) Messages are sent one alphabet letter at a time.
3-4) The person at one end taps on and off patterns for each letter.
3-5) Electricity flows through the wire to the other end. The 
e-pattens turn an electromagnet on and off.
This makes dots and dashes that the operator writes down as 
messages.
3-6) Telegraph wires connect UK and USA Across the  
Atlantic Ocean.  Later, Telegraph network wires, stretch 
around the world to places like India and Australia.
3-7) The next network flies through the air.

4-1) FOUR, Radio
When electricity flows it makes a magnet around the wire. 
Quickly changing flows makes radio waves
4-2) People talk or sing into mics. Sounds changes into  
radio waves. That are sent into space.
4-3) We have radio wave receivers in our homes and cars.
4-4) In WW II, Leaders use radio networks to talk directly t 
o their people.
4-5) Daily, Radio networks also guide thousands of planes worldwide.
4-6) Because radios use waves to send signals, Radios are 
called wireless.
4-7) The next network is about wires that connect  
people in private conversations.
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7 -   Networks  
- Wires to WiFi VIDEO! Script

5-1) FIVE, Telephone
Phones change voices into E-patterns. Phones send  
signals over wires and then change them back into sounds.
5-2) Webs of wires on poles, connect people inside cities.
5-3) At First people, then machines switch or route our 
phone calls from Senders to Receivers.
5-4) Then, networks of phone wires connect people  
around the world.
5-5) Later, cell phones are invented. They use radio  
waves to send and receive phone calls.
5-6) There are Networks or cells of connected signal towers 
and ground stations. Like cyber neurons, they link global 
smartphones. 5-7) Radio waves also send our calls to  
satellites in space. They bounce our calls and  
connect with people worldwide.
5-8) The next network inter-links info.

6-1) SIX, Internet
It is awesome how the Internet connects billions  
of devices worldwide.
6-2) Over the Internet, we send our sounds, sights and surfs.
6-3) also, Like wall-less malls and global markets that  
never closes, the Internet connects buyers and  
sellers around the world.
6-4) The Internet links global scientists to share  
ideas to improve the world.
6-5) Also, the Internet and worldwide webs entertain  
us.   We share social events, eSports and Selfies .  
There are billions of Internet eBooks and Videos too.
6-6) Wow! Think of how cyber mountains of  
digital data are hyperlinked to enable on-line searches.
6-7) Not all of the Net is linked by wires.
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7 -   Networks  
- Wires to WiFi VIDEO! Script

7-1) SEVEN, WiFi
WiFi is wireless tech that connects our digital gadgets to 
internet Gates called Hotspot access points.
7-2) Inside our electronic devices, WiFi software splits our 
cyber data into byte-sized packets.
7-3) Tiny but powerful WiFi chips sets send our digital data 
packets as personal radio waves.
7-4) WiFi Routers, receive our separate digital packets.
Like a cyber post office, the router sends our digital data 
along the Internet.
7-5) With our own unique path, our signals travel over  
billions of possible cyber connection to reach our receivers.
7-6) Also, we are at the start of the epic IoT (Internet of 
things) epoch.
7-7) Everyday, more and more stand-alone objects  
get cyber lives. WiFi chips, like a pinch of life  
giving pixie dust connect objects as self  
aware bits to the Exponentially expand

C-1) To Close, at first people send hand-written  
notes to each other using postal networks.
C-2) Next, iron tracks and trains connect people  
and products together.
C-3) Telegraph wires and signals keep trains safe.
Also, People use telegraphs to send dot and dash  
messages to each other one letter at a time.
C-4) Wireless radio waves send signals to lots  
of people at the same time.
C-5) Next, phone networks of wires and switches  
route private phone calls between people worldwide.
C-6) Today, the Internet links electronic devices  
into global networks for search and share of digital data.



End E-1

To recap, in vast dark space,  
Sunlight brighten our  
pale blue pixel planet. 



End  E-2

Tool tips create cutting edge tech. 



End E-3

Books, store what we know  
and springboard us to new  

knowledge discoveries.



End  E-4

People make machines  
that power our world.



End E-5

Today, we have everyday objects  
that we & robots produce in  

factories with interchangeable parts.
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Hey! Cyber Assister - What  
are the positive impacts of  

Pro-Bots on our world?  Huge!  



End E-7

Global networks link humans  
with billions of digital devices. 
What an awesome opportunity  

to improve our world.
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With urgency, we understand  
the Science and Tech Links  

that underpin our lives!  
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i)Wedgei)Wedge 1) Sharp Stones1) Sharp Stones

2) Wood Parts2) Wood Parts 3) Metal Shapes3) Metal Shapes

7) Airplane Edges7) Airplane Edges

4) Power Wedges4) Power Wedges 5) Control Cutters5) Control Cutters

6) Everyday Wedges6) Everyday Wedges
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Science is inside  Science is inside  
our everyday objects.our everyday objects.
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Science matters to me!Science matters to me!
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Further Reading

ScienceScience
EnlightsEnlights

Douglas J. AlfordDouglas J. Alford

scI-QscI-Q
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“Ind“Indēē Ed” Ed”
ProjectProject
CatalogCatalog

“Inde Ed”“Inde Ed” ProjectProject

Douglas J. AlfordDouglas J. Alford



 With Science, we survive!  This With Science, we survive!  This 
book is all about the tech basics book is all about the tech basics 
for me to thrive in the cyclone for me to thrive in the cyclone 
of cyber changes that engulf of cyber changes that engulf 
my everyday life!my everyday life!


